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2dipoles and cut the divergencies by hand - seems to
avoid ambiguities in the next-to-leading order, too[9].
However, to go beyond perturbation theory one has to
consider the scattering of the o-light-cone dipoles. The
dipole-dipole amplitude is then a function of the dipole
separations and the angle  ( relative rapidity ) be-
tween the dipoles. If this amplitude is an analytic func-
tion of , one can calculate the dipole-dipole scattering
(a correlation function of two innite rectangular Wil-
son loops) in the Euclidean region and continue to the
Minkowski space. In the recent series of papers [10, 11]
the dipole-dipole scattering was calculated in the Eu-
clidean space using the AdS-CFT correspondence and
continued analytically as a function of the angle  to
the Minkowski space, where  ! i. Another example
of such analytic continuation is the calculation of the
instanton-induced dipole-dipole ampltitude [12].
To be able to obtain the high-energy behavior from
the Euclidean amplitudes it is crucial to verify that the
dipole-dipole amplitude is an analytic function of . In
Ref. 13 this statement was proved for the correlation
function of two Wilson rectangles with a nite longitudi-
nal length T (see also Ref. 14). At niteT , the amplitude
is an analytic function of the angle  between the rectan-
gles. In the limit T !1, one recovers the dipole-dipole
scattering amplitude. However, whether the T ! 1
limit commutes with the analytic continutation from the
Euclidean to Minkowski space is an open question. We
demonstrate with an explicit calculation in the rst two
orders of perturbation theory that the dipole-dipole am-
plitude is, indeed an analytic function of the angle be-
tween the dipoles (as well as of the dipoles' sizes). This
is the rst important result of our paper. We see that
the analyticity survives the T !1 limit in the rst two
orders of perturbation theory, and presumably it hap-
pens in all higher orders as well so that the dipole-dipole
amplitude appears to be an analytic function of .
The second result of our paper concerns the rate at
which the dipole-dipole amplitude approaches the BFKL
asymptotics. At suÆciently high energies, the cross
section for the \unpolarized" dipole-dipole scattering is
given by the BFKL formula




















where () =  < (1=2 + i)   C is the position of the
\hard pomeron"[15] (for a review, see Ref. 16). The




scattering is then given by Eq.
(3). The formula (6) is obtained in the so-called lead-







  1. The main problem with the LLA result (6)











s at asymptotically large s. Thus, the
BFKL pomeron gives only the pre-asymptotic behavior
at \moderately high" energies. It is a common belief
that the true asymptotics at s ! 1 (where  ln s  1)
comes from the unitarization of the BFKL pomeron. De-
spite numerous eorts, the high-energy asymptotics sat-
isfying the Froissart bound is still an unsolved problem
in QCD (for a recent discussion see Refs. 17, 18, 19).
In this paper, we address a dierent problem (important
for mid-energy accelerators) - when does the LLA asymp-
totics start making sense - at 1, 10 , or 100 GeV? To get a
complete answer to this question one should calculate the
amplitude exactly and compare it to the BFKL asymp-
totics (6). Since it seems to be an impossible task at
present, we calculate the dipole-dipole scattering in the
rst two orders of perturbation theory exactly and com-
pare it to the asymptotic form. Our main result is that
the asymptotics starts rather late, at   5, which trans-
lates into
p
s =10 GeV for the scattering of dipoles with
the -meson size a  0:3fm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we calcu-
late the dipole-dipole amplitude and the cross section in
the leading order of perturbation theory. In the second
order, we have calculated independently both the dipole-
dipole amplitude and its imaginary part proportional to
the cross section. Since the structure of the diagrams
and the result is much more transparent for the cross
section, in Sect. 3 we present only the results for the
amplitude in the second order and leave the details un-
til Sect. 5, where we give the detailed calculation of the
dipole-dipole cross section. We discuss the eects due to
the running coupling constant in Sect 4. Sect 6 contains
the numerical estimates of the dipole-dipole cross section
and Sect. 7 is devoted to the discussion of our results
and an outlook. The explicit form of the second-order
amplitudes is given in the Appendix.
II. DIPOLE-DIPOLE SCATTERING IN THE
BORN APPROXIMATION
























Strictly speaking, the Wilson lines forming the dipole are























































































we use the notation











3for the straight-line ordered gauge link suspended be-
tween the points x and y.
Since the gluons reduce to the pure gauge elds at in-











n does not matter. Moreover, we
use Feynman gauge for the gluon propagator, and in this
gauge the links at innity do not contribute to the am-
plitude. Thus, we omit them in what follows to simplify
the notations.
A. Cross section of the dipole-dipole scattering
and optical theorem for dipoles
The total cross section of the scattering of the dipole






















































is the total amplitude of the dipole-dipole transition into
hadrons. Here the summation goes over all the interme-




































If we include the intermediate vacuum state in the r.h.s.
of Eq. (12), we get N
2
c
due to the completeness relation.

















































tion reduces to the dipole cross section (12) integrated



























We will calculate the dipole-dipole cross section in two
ways: directly as the r.h.s. of Eq. (12) or via the optical
theorem as the imaginary part of eq. (7).
x1 x2
(r)
(c) (d) (e) (f)
(a) (b)
(g) (h) (i) (k)
(l) (m) (n) (o)
(p) (q) (s)
x x3 4
FIG. 2: Dipole-dipole scattering in the lowest order of per-
turbation theory
B. Lowest order dipole-dipole amplitude
In the leading order of perturbation theory, the correla-
tion function of two Wilson-line operators is proportional










































. (For brevity, we
















The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.































































































The integral over the transverse momenta can be per-












































etc. (cf. Ref. 19)
C. Dipole-dipole cross section in the Born
approximation
As we mentioned above, the dipole-dipole cross section
can be obtained in two ways: via the optical theorem as
the imaginary part of Eq. (19) or, directly, as the r.h.s.
of Eq. (14). Since the amplitude in the lowest order in

s































For future use, it is instructive to calculate &(x
i?
; ) di-
rectly as the r.h.s. of Eq. (12). In this case, Feynman
rules for the calculation of the cross sections can be re-
produced by a functional integral over the double set of
elds (see e.g. [20]): (+) to the right of the cut and (-)












































These correspond to the Cutkovsky rules for the cross
sections.


































The relevant diagram is shown in Fig. (3). To emphasize
that here we have only the gauge links at T =  1 we
draw them explicitly.
The leading-order correlation function of Wilson lines







(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (k) (l)
(m) (n) (o) (p)
FIG. 3: Cross section of the dipole-dipole scattering in the
lowest order of perturbation theory






























































































































































= 16 terms correspond to 16 diagrams in
Fig. 3). Integrating over k
?
, we reproduce the optical-
theorem result (20).
III. SECOND-ORDER AMPLITUDE
In the next order of perturbation theory there are too













FIG. 4: Typical \connected " diagrams for the dipole-dipole
amplitude.
must take the diagrams in Fig. 2 and add an extra gluon
line in all possible ways. Let us consider the diagram in
Fig. 2a. If we insert the gluon line in all possible ways
to connect the left and the right parts of the diagram in
Fig. 2a, we get the diagrams shown in Fig. 4.
Also, we can insert a gluon line in the left or right part
only and get the \disconnected" diagrams shown in Fig.
5.
Not all the diagrams for the correlator of two Wilson
loops (7) contribute to the dipole-dipole scattering am-
plitude. There are two exceptional classes of diagrams
proportional to the total time of the evolution T . First,
there are those shown in Fig. 5 q-t, which describe \mass
renormalization" of Wilson lines. Their contribution has
the usual form of ÆmL, where Æm is the self-energy cor-
rection and L ' 2T is the perimeter of the Wilson loop
corresponding to the dipole. Similarly, the diagrams in
Fig. 4 m-p contribute to the \binding energy"  of the
dipole and lead to T terms. These two contributions




































; ; T )
where T (x
i?
; ; T ) describes the dipole-dipole scattering
at the time T . The resulting amplitude
T (x
i?


































is nite as T ! 1. In the second order of perturbation
theory, the multiplication in r.h.s. of eq. (26) reduces to
the subtraction of the corresponding terms (4ÆmT and
2T ). The result is that the diagrams in Fig. 4 m-p and
Fig. 5 q-t are left out and in the diagrams in Fig. 4
















Thus, we are left with the diagrams shown in Fig. 4a-
j and 5a-r. Also, there are  20 times more diagrams
which are obtained from the addition of an extra gluon
to the graphs in Fig. 2b,c,...s. The calculation of these
diagrams is standard but lengthy. In Sect. V we will
present some details of the (independent) calculation of
the imaginary part of this amplitude where the structure
of diagrams is much more transparent. Here we will only
give the nal result for the amplitude and discuss which
classes of diagrams contribute to it.
We have performed calculation of the dipole-dipole am-
plitude in both the Euclidean and Minkowski spaces.
In the Euclidean space, this amplitude is a correlation
function of two Wilson rectangles at angle  such as
cos  = n  e. In both cases, the g
6
amplitude has the






























































































































































































































































Here  is the normalization point of theMS scheme. The










; ) is given in











FIG. 5: `'Disconnected" diagrams for the dipole-dipole am-
plitude.
the Appendix B. Note that they are analytical functions
of  and k
2
i?
with singularities at  ! 0 corresponding
to the bound state of two parallel dipoles.
The r.h.s. of Eq. (27) consists of two terms. The rst




  4 term is the odderon contribution com-




). The rst expression of
the second term comes from the \gluon reggeization" di-









comes from the gluon and quark self-energy shown in Fig.
5 e-h. The diagrams in Fig.5 i-l vanish (cf. Ref. 22),










which also vanishes in the framework
of dimensional regularization(see the discussion in next
Section). It is easy to see that the apparent divergency
at k + k
0
! 0 in the gluon reggeizatoon terms cancels
with the corresponding contribution to A(k
i
; ) (see Eq.
B2).
The main conclusion from the Eq. (27) is that the
dipole-dipole amplitude is an analytic function of the an-
gle . It is easy to check that the functions A become




It is worth noting that in the LLA (as  ! 1) we






































































































































































































IV. RUNNING COUPLING CONSTANT
As we shall see below, the diagrams contributing to
the renormalization of coupling constant are somewhat















in front of ln comes from
both the UV- and the IR-divergent diagrams (cf. [22]).To
see how it happens, it is instructive to start with the
scattering of the light-like dipoles where the diagrams
for the renormalization of coupling constant are the usual
UV-divergent vertices and self-energies shown in Fig. 6.
As we mentioned above, the scattering amplitude for
the light-like dipoles is not a well-dened quantity be-
cause of the longitudinal divergencies corresponding to
 =1 coming from the diagrams in Fig. 4 a-h and Fig.
5 a-d. If we cut this divergency \by hand", we get the
asymptotical contribution, i.e. Eq. (28). Apart from
this contribution, the only non-zero diagrams are those
shown in Fig. 5 e-h. They lead to the renormalization of
coupling constant in Eq. (19).




































comes from the diagram in Fig. 6a
and the similar diagram with the quark loop (see Fig.
5o), while 2N
c
comes from the diagram in Fig. 6b. It
turns out that the diagram in Fig. 6c vanishes, while the





























FIG. 7: IR divergent diagrams contributing to the renormal-
ization of the coupling constant
to the \mass renormalization" Æm of the Wilson line (see
Eq. (25)).
Surprisingly, the structure of the diagrams contribut-
ing to the running coupling constant is quite dierent for
even slightly o-the-light-cone dipoles. In this case the
diagram in Fig. 6a is the same as for the light-like dipoles,
the diagram in Fig. 6b vanishes, and the diagram in Fig.







, which must be
set to zero in the dimensional regularization approach.



















together with the pole coming from



















while the IR pole
2
d 4
cancels with similar poles in the
diagrams in Fig. 7.
Due to \cancellation" between the UV and IR contri-













in front of ln
2
in
the dimensional regularization, one should take into ac-
count not only the \usual" UV divergent diagrams in
Fig. 6 but also the IR-divergent diagrams in Fig. 7 (cf.




























comes from the diagrams in Fig. 7 (and all
other diagrams in Fig. 6 vanish).
This mixture of the IR and UV divergencies could have
been a source of a potential problem. The cornerstone of
the BFKL approach is the assumption that all the ln s
come from the longitudinal integrations, while the inte-






, where m is of order of masses (or virtuali-
ties) of the colliding particles. (After the summation of
the BFKL ladder we have \diusion" in the transverse









, but such terms do
not spoil the \power counting" in (ln s)
n
). This assump-
tion is not true for the diagrams leading to the renor-
malization of the coupling constant since they are UV
divergent. However, the structure of these diagrams is
very simple - they are 1-loop vertex and self-energy cor-







are bound with 
2
. In our case, the
structure of the integrals over the transverse momenta is
more complicated due to the mixture of the IR and UV
divergencies. There are individual diagrams where the







or the normalization scale . Such
contributions would give the additional non-BFKL ln s








. Fortunately, we will see be-
low that such terms cancel in the sum of all diagrams and
the remaining transverse integrals are cut by the dipoles'
sizes (or by the normalization point ).
V. CROSS SECTION
A. Calculation of Feynman diagrams
In the case of the cross section (12), the structure of
the diagrams is more transparent and we will present
some details of this calculation. In this order, there are
two types of Feynman diagrams: one with gluon emission
and one without. Typical diagrams of the rst type are
shown in Fig. 8. The sum of these diagrams is propor-































































) from the left part of the diagrams in Fig.













) = 0 (32)
At innite energies (ne)!1 the expression (31) reduces













FIG. 8: Typical diagrams for the dipole-dipole cross section
with the emission of a real gluon







































































































































































































































































































FIG. 9: Typical diagrams with an extra virtual gluon
diagrams with the emission of a real photon, there are di-
agrams with an extra virtual photon. If, for example, we
take the diagram in Fig. 3h and insert an extra gluon line
in the left ( ) sector in all possible ways, we get the dia-
grams shown in Fig. 9. We do not display the diagrams
corresponding to Æm or Æ, see the discussion in Sect. II.
The contribution of these diagrams vanishes here anyway





from the left and from the right of the cut cancel out in
the cross section. Again, this leads to the replacement













































































































































































9where the rst \gluon reggeization" term comes from the
diagrams in Fig. 9 a,b and the second from Fig. 9 n,o.
As in the case of the amplitude, the diagrams in Fig. 9








that does not contribute in the
framework of the dimensional regularization. (Instead,
it leads to the \mixing" of the IR and UV singularities,
see the discussion in Sect. IV). Finally, the diagrams in
Fig. 9c-e cancel with the corresponding diagrams with
an extra gluon to the right of the cut.
It is worth noting that the diagrams in Fig. 9 f,g should
be regularized by nite T before calculation. After sum-
mation of all the relevant diagrams (e.g. Fig. 9 f,h and
Fig. 8 g,m,n), the limit T !1 becomes regular.
Performing the remaining integrations over longitudi-
































































































































































































































































































correspond to the rst, second,
third, fourth and fth terms in Eq. (34), respectively. It
should be mentioned that the fth term in the r.h.s. of





















together with the contribution from the self-
energy diagrams in Fig. 9 n,o.




























can be found in the Appendix B. We see that
the \unintegrated cross section" (36) is given by the
imaginary part of the amplitude (27) (see the optical the-
orem for dipoles (15)).
The cross section of dipole-dipole scattering is given












B. Asymptotics of the cross section






























































































































































It is easy to see that the integrals over the transverse





. In the individual dia-
grams, the integrals over k
2
?
diverge (which means that
they would be cut by s in the corresponding exact expres-
sions (39) and (36)), but in the sum of all diagrams such
terms cancel (see the discussion in Sect. IV). The struc-
ture of the asymptotic result Eq. (40) is (a; b)+
0
(a; b).
The term   is the rst iteration of the BFKL kernel.
After integration over k and k
0
, it gives the rst term




in powers of 
s
. The second
term may be called the \dipole impact factor". Indeed,
the standard representation of the BFKL asymptotics of




























is the BFKL kernel (the LLA kernel +
NLO BFKL kernel +:::). The kernel terms come from
the central region of the rapidity, while the impact factors
come from the fringes of the longitudinal integral where
the momentum of emitted gluon is almost collinear to n
or e. In this paper, we do not access the NLO BFKL
terms [24] (those would correspond to contributions to
the amplitude  
4
s
ln s) so that all the non-LLA terms

























































and similarly for I(a; k
0
?
). The impact factor(42) comes
from the region of the longitudinal momenta in the emit-
ted gluon close to n. Note that the integral in the r.h.s





k ! 1. Numerically, the 
s
correction to the impact
factor (42) is quite signicant - it is responsible for the
dierence between the dotted and dash-dot lines in Fig.
10 below. (The NLO corrections to the virtual photon
impact factor calculated recently also appear to be big,
see Refs. 25, 26).
C. Unpolarized dipole-dipole scattering
The \unpolarized" dipole-dipole scattering corre-
sponds to the cross section (39) averaged over the ori-
entation of the dipoles :















scattering the impact fac-
tor (A3) depends only on j~aj and j
~
bj so the cross section




scattering (3) is given by the
\unpolarized" dipole-dipole cross section in Eq. (43) in-
tegrated over the dipole sizes with weights being impact
factors








































































































; ) is presented
in the Appendix B.
VI. NUMERICAL ESTIMATES OF THE
DIPOLE-DIPOLE CROSS SECTION
For numerical estimates, let us consider the unpolar-
ized scattering of equal-size dipoles. In this case we have
only one-scale problem, so it is natural to take  = a
 1
where a is the dipole size. The amplitude (44) reduces
to






































































where we have rescaled k and k
0





= 3. This expression should be compared to the
asymptotical form (40) which gives

asy



































































































































is a sum of the LLA term   and the impact factor term
const. Numerically, 
LLA+IF
() ' 1:65(  3:25) so

asy












where  corresponds to the LLA approximation and -
3.251 comes from the \dipole impact factor" (42). We
have not calculated the next 
1
s
term in the asymptotic
expansion (49) but the t to the Figure 10 suggests the
coeÆcient of order of 100 in front of it.
On Figure 10, we have depicted the comparison be-
tween the function () describing the exact second-
order cross section, its asymptotics 
LLA+IF
() Eq. (48)
and the \pure" BFKL asymptotics 
LLA
() = 1:64.
We have used the VEGAS algorithm of the Monte-
Carlo technique with 10% accuracy to calculate the func-
tion ().
We see that the BFKL asymptotics starts rather late,
at   5, which translates into
p
s  10 GeV for the
scattering of dipoles with the -meson size a  0:25fm.
This is perhaps not surprising since even within the
(collinearly improved [27]) NLO BFKL approximation it-
self the asymptotics starts relatively late, at   6  8
for the realistic dipoles [28]. It should be emphasized,
however, that these are two dierent theoretical ques-
tions relevant to the BFKL description of experimental
cross sections: (i) how good is the BFKL approximation
to the true high-energy asymptotics and (ii) when this
true asymptotics starts making sense. For the second-












FIG. 10: Exact cross section and its BFKL asymptotics. The
solid line is Eq. (46), the dotted one is 
LLA+IF
Eq. (48) and
the dashed line is 
LLA
= 1:65
the impact factor correction  const can be neglected
(in comparison to the LLA ln s term) whereas the sec-




this paper, we mainly address the second question and
our conclusion is that the true asymptotics (represented
by 
LLA+IF
in this order) starts rather late.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Our main result is that the scattering of dipoles is as
suitable process to study the energy behavior of QCD
amplitudes as, for instance, the scattering of virtual pho-
tons or oniums. As we discussed above, the reason why
this conclusion could have been dierent is the innite
length of Wilson lines forming the dipoles that leads to
the mixture of the IR and UV divergencies. There are
individual diagrams where the upper cuto in the inte-
grals over the transverse momenta is s rather than
1
a
or the normalization scale . Such contributions would
lead to the additional non-BFKL ln s terms coming from
the integrals over the transverse momenta. Fortunately
in the sum of all diagrams, such terms cancel so that
the transverse integrals are cut with the dipoles sizes or
normalization point . The resulting dipole-dipole am-
plitude is an analytic function of the angle between the
dipoles so that in principle, one can get the BFKL kernel
from the Euclidean calculation.
The second conclusion is that for the dipole-dipole
scattering the high-energy asymptotics starts rather late,
at   5. Of course, it would be of more interest to
check this statement for the scattering of virtual pho-
tons rather than dipoles, but the corresponding diagram
for the photon-photon scattering contains 4 loops so one
should not expect this calculation to be performed in the
nearest future.
Our statement about the lateness of asymptotical be-
havior refers to the scattering of equal-size dipoles. In
many cases such as the deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
one of the dipoles is small. The conventional assump-
tion is that the propagation amplitude for the small-size
dipole through a hadron is proportional to the \area of
the dipole" a
2





. This formula is valid for the
asymptotically small dipoles, but it is unknown for how
small dipoles and at what energies it starts making sense.
This is an important question since in the analysis of
the DIS from a nucleus based on the non-linear equa-
tion for the dipole evolution [4, 29, 30] we assume that
at the energy of a few GeV and size of order of satura-
tion scale [31, 32, 33, 34] (23 GeV for LHC) the dipole





). Since we cannot perform
model-independent calculations of the dipole-hadron am-
plitudes at present, we can consider the \target" being
the second dipole of a size of a typical hadron. The am-
plitude then is the a  b limit of Eqn. (44). For this
DIS from a color dipole we can answer the question of at
what size of the spectator dipole the a
2
G approximation
start making sense. The study is in progress.
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APPENDIX A: VIRTUAL PHOTON IMPACT
FACTOR
In the momentum representation, the 

impact factor
























































where x  1   x. If we average over the transverse po-









































































































where K is the McDonald function. Note that the spin-




APPENDIX B: EXPLICIT FORM OF THE
SECOND-ORDER AMPLITUDES
As we mentioned above, the amplitude is a sum of ve





















































































































































































































































































  2 sinh 2 + i










































. Note that it does not
contribute to the forward scattering and therefore to the
total cross section.























































































































































coth    2 + i)


















































































































All the functions A
i
are analytical functions of the energy
( ). In the Euclidean region  should be replaced with
13
i where  is the angle between the dipoles ( Wilson
rectangles). It is easy to see that the functions A
i
become
real after such a replacement.
In the case of dipole-dipole cross section we need the
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